Dear Elite Hockey Prospect,
My name is Don Harkins and I am the director of the Elite Prospects Showcase. This invite-only showcase will take place
May 1st - 4th, 2021 at Hertz Arena in Estero, Florida.
We only invite the best of each age group to this very prestigious event. Previous participating players include Patrick
Kane, Tyler Seguin, John Tavares, Jonathan Toews, Seth Jones, Mathew Barzal, Shea Theodore , and Dylan
Larkin to name only a few. Over 92 current NHL players have participated in this event in the past. We hope that you will
be able to add your name to the list in the future.
You have been identified as an Elite Prospect which is an accomplishment to be proud of. With we would like to invite
you to participate in this year’s event. Participating in this showcase is an absolute once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for
you to advance your hockey career and build your future. What makes this showcase unique is its exclusivity: we will
have a maximum of 8 teams participating in your Age Category with each Team Roster featuring “Elite Prospect
Player’s”! Please refer to the above list of our past participants in this great event.
Please find below some details for the event, but if you need any more information please do not hesitate to contact us.

ELITE PROSPECTS HOCKEY SHOWCASE.
The Elite Prospects Hockey Showcase (Invite Only) invites players from North America, and Europe to participate in our Elite AAA Hockey
Showcase. This coming May 1st – 4th, 2021, player’s born in 05’ - 04’, 03’ - 02’ will be competing at the invite-only Showcase in Florida. We will be
hosting a maximum of only 8 teams per age Division to ensure the highest level of quality competition!

Special Features to Include:
 Scouts, Agents/Advisors, and Coaches from Division I Colleges will be present at this Event. This Showcase runs alongside the NCAA / ACHA
Coaches Conference which takes place in Naples, Fla. at the same time.
 For Player’s who prefer or would like to look at the Major Junior option, we will provide information to all the Canadian Hockey League
management and coaches prior to the start of the showcase event.
 Player lists of all participating teams reflecting last names, first names, jersey numbers as well as team logo will be provided to all the scouts
coaches, and management in attendance.
 The cost per player is $395 USD. This tournament is about competing against the best players in your age group and showcasing your talents!
 The first games will be played on May 1st and the championship game of each age division will be played on May 4th.
 Each team will be guaranteed 6 games.
 The schedule of the competition and Tournament Rules will be posted 21 days prior to the beginning of the tournament.
www.eliteprospectshockey.com.
 Regarding Covid19 and the possibility of the travel restrictions still being in place: All money will be refunded if anything causes the showcase to
be canceled.
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All Hotel Accommodations will be handled by the EP Showcase Travel Coordinator Kim Kubiak (440)549-4738
kim@myteaminn.com. DO NOT contact any hotel directly to ensure participation in the event.
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 The fee to participate in this event is $395.00 (USD) pay by credit card or check to: Elite Prospects, LLC, 14756 Spinnaker Way,
Naples, Florida 34114

